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GOVERNMENT OF KARNATAKA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCIAL TAXES

List of Abbreviations

Sl. Abbreviation Full form
No.

CTD Commercial Taxes Department

VAT Value Added Tax

DN Delivery Note

SUGAM Simple Uploading of Goods Arrival and Movement

LVO Local VAT Office

DVO Divisional VAT Office

VSO VAT Sub Office

e-CST Electronic-Central Sales Tax

e-SUVEGA Electronic -Simple Upload about Vehicle on Entry
and Go Across

ICT Information and Communication Technology

UPS Uninterrupted Power Supply

DGSets Diesel Generator sets

FAQs Frequently Asked Questions

WAN Wide Area Network

GST Goods and Service Tax

FKCCI Federation of Karnataka Chambers of Commerce
and Industry

UAT User Acceptance Testing

MPLS Multi Protocol Label Switching

VSAT Very Small Aperture Terminal

STPI Software Technology Parks of India
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GOVERNMENT OF KARNATAKA

The Nine Tax Acts
administered by CTO,
Karnataka are:
• Value Added Tax Act, 2003
• Central Sales Tax Act, 1956
• Karnataka Sales Tax Act, 1957

• Karnataka Luxuries Tax
Act, 1979

• Karnataka Entry of Goods
Act, 1979

• Mysore Betting Tax Act, 1932
• Karnataka Entertainments Tax

Act, 1958

• Karnataka Tax on Professions,
Trades, Callings and
Employments Act, 1976

• Agricultural Income Tax
Act, 1957

The key stakeholders
of CTO,Karnataka are:

DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCIALTAXES

1. A Background
The Commercial Taxes Department (CTD) I

Karnataka
The Commercial Taxes Department (CTD) is the major source of revenue
for the Government of Karnataka, accounting for more than 60%of its own
tax revenues. Today, the CTD, Karnataka renders services to more than
4.5 lakhs dealers (Tax Payers) registered under the provisions of the
Karnataka Value Added Tax (VAT) Act apart from tax payers under eight
other Acts. Karnataka hasbeen implementing VAT since April 2005.

The Commissioner is the administrative head of the Department. The field
formations comprise of three categories of functional wings namely
Administration, Enforcement (Including checkposts) and Appeal. There
are 13 Administrative divisions with 118 VAT offices, 9 Enforcement
divisions including one separate division exclusively for static checkposts
in and around Bangalore, and 13 Appeal divisions. CTD has a total
employee strength of about 7,250 including about 1,000 officers and 6250
officials.

The key stakeholders in the Department are listed along side.

2 Checkposts Situation before
initiative

Mandate, objective and the process involved
Key activities performed at Checkposts

Like in other States, Commercial Taxes Department in Karnataka has set
up checkposts on commercially important roads to keep a vigil over goods
vehicles passing through so as to ensure payment of taxes on
corresponding transactions. The functions of checkposts are:

• Capturing data relating to goods movement originating from within the
state and also receipt of goods from outside the state.

• Ensuring exit of transit vehicles through the State, to their
destinations outside the State with their original consignment.

Intra/Interstate goods movement
The objective - The state aims to capture the information about sales made
by a dealer so as to recover tax due on such transactions. Any retail sale
has to be preceded by a 'bulk transaction / sale' which would take place via
trucks moving in and out of the state. The checkposts are set up to monitor
these bulk transaction / sales.
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Manual Process for goods
movement

Dealers visited department
offices for obtaining DNs

Mammoth system of
baggaging of the received
DNs at DVOs

• The selling dealer is referred to as the 'Consignor' and the recipient
dealer and is referred to asthe 'Consignee'.

• The law mandates that each consignment in any vehicle transporting
goods in the State is required to be accompanied with prescribed
documents containing details of the transaction.

Need and introduction of delivery note
• As the prescribed document on the dealers own stationery could be

manipulated or fabricated to suppress information related to actual
transaction, Department felt that it would be better if these
transactions were reported on Department issued stationery. The
utilization of the same could then bemonitored and accounted for.

• Hence, the Department decided to issue specialized stationery called
"Delivery Notes" (DNs) to dealers of evasion prone commodities.

• Thesewere specialized stationery with known serial numbers and built
in safety features as well as appropriate fields to capture the required
data. These were introduced to ensure proper accounting of the bulk
transactions by the dealers which necessarily were through trucks.

The manual process for goods movement
• Dealer obtained DNsfrom Department on payment of fixed fees.

• Department issues DNs to dealers in triplicate. The first copy was for
surrender at the check-post; the second copy was for carrying along
with the truck and the third was for retention by the dealer.

• These DNssubmitted by the transporters at check-posts were checked
for correctness against goods carried. Original of the two DNs was
collected by check-post officer.

• The original was sent back to the jurisdictional VAT Office for sorting
and filing in dealer records.

• These paper copies were stored in offices for reference and record, and
were used for verification at a later date against the details in the
monthly returns filed. This involved storage of huge number of records
in CTDoffices, asshown.

• A dealer to obtain new set of DNswas also required to file a 'Utilisation
statement' of last issued DNs.

• Any discrepancy in the sale/purchase quantum declared via the DNs
and the transaction details declared in the monthly return would imply
evasion of tax, and would require CTDto initiate action.
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Higlj pilferage

\!
Possible
corruption

Higher cost of
compliance and

discretion

,
1\

CTO \
Employees \

Dealers I
Transporters

Rendered
Checkposts
Ineffective

Department and checkpost
officers exposed to complaints
of complacency, which was more
due to sheer burden and
volumes involved in the manual
paper basedsystem.
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3. Key challenges in manual process
The high volumes
The functions performed at checkposts were fairly simple, however, the
sheer volumes involved in these transactions made it impossible to do
needful filing and cross verification. Karnataka has 18 static checkposts
and several mobile checkposts. At someof the busy checkposts asmany as
3000 trucks reported per day. To aggravate the problem further, each
truck would carry as many as 20 different consignments. Thus, a normal
checkpost would get about 12,000 to 15,000 documents per day. Hence,
for such huge volumes, the task at hand became impossible for the
deployed staff. This resulted in long waiting times and huge delays in
clearing the goods vehicles at check-post.

73000+ requests per day for delivery notes from Jan - July, 2012.

Dealers' and transporters' perspective
• Dealers were required to visit the Departmental offices to obtain blank

DNs.Frequent visits consumed time, cost and effort.

• Faced difficulty in obtaining blank DNs because of pre-occupation of
the staff, time involved in manual verification of utilization statements
etc.

• Longwaiting time for clearance at check-posts for the vehicles.
• The officers were vested with discretionary power while clearing

vehicles (scope for corruption) .
• Possible exploitation by unauthorised agents for speedy clearance at

check-posts.

Hugeeffort required on part of dealers just to move goods.

The Department's perspective
• Process of issuance of DNs required lot of time and effort as it required

collection and cross-verification of utilisation statement of the DNs
from dealers.

• Collection of DNs itself was a huge challenge as a few dealers
consciously avoided checkposts.

• Even collection of DNs at checkpost did not guarantee that dealer
would account the transaction truly and pay tax. It was possible for
dealers to make different entries in original, duplicate and triplicate
copies, andalso useforged/fake DNs.

• At the check-post, there was no tool available for officers to verify the
credentials of dealers.

Number of DNs collected per day at check-posts was huge thus, any
meaningful verification in terms of sorting and filing of DNs into
corresponding dealer files and cross-verification with return filed was
virtually impossible for officers.

Good Governance I Best Practices for transforming Checkposts, Commercial Taxes Department
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4. Needfor the initiative
Towards better tax administration and increased transparency
The CTDwas motivated towards trying a new approach so as to transform the check-posts. In turn, the tax administration could
become more efficient and at the same time also be dealer friendly. In other words, the aim was to reduce the hardships of
the trading community, but at the same time ensure better tax compliance. The key drivers of new initiative were as follows:

• Providing convenience to dealers and hassle free movement of goods vehicles through check-posts

• Easier methods for declaration of goods movement.

• Reduce time spent at check-posts and detention of vehicles.

• Anytime anywhere service availability.

• Increasing Department Efficiency

• Provide congenial environment for improving tax compliance by dealers.

• Enable faster processing of data furnished by the dealers.

• Easier identification of attempts of tax evasion.

• Achieve efficient resource utilization.

• Transparency

• Havecheck on discretionary powers vested with the officers.

• Removal of need for unauthorized agents.

• Eliminate scope for corruption at checkposts.

FROM TO

Department as regulator

Frequent visits by dealers
Self Policing by Dealers

Policing by the Department

Electronic Transactions
Paper based information

Transparent system
Avenues for corruption

Decreased time for
transaction at Checkpost

New paradigm - Pre event!
real time confirmation
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5. Paradigm shift
'Self declaration rather than departmental policing'
The sales tax administrations was based on the philosophy that a dealer would first issue an invoice and afterwards duly reflect
all the invoices in his/her return and accounts. Thus, the entire tax administration was geared towards making the dealer to issue
the invoice first and then ensure that invoice was reflected in his books of accounts, ending up in remittance of tax to the
Government.

A new process was thus required which would ensure that a dealer, prior to dispatch of goods via a truck, would inform each
transaction's details to the tax department, obtain an acknowledgment number for having thus informed, and then use this
acknowledgment number asa valid document accompanying the truck. This would ensure that most of the sales get accounted in
the tax returns and there is higher tax compliance.

The above would have been difficult a few years back. However, with widespread use of computers, higher Internet penetration
and the Department already implementing several e-Governance initiatives, it was possible.

The idea was that the dealer bemade to upload the details of each bulk transaction to a central 'Server' through the Internet, and
once uploaded, the 'Server' would automatically generate a document similar to DNwith a unique number. This unique number
could accompany the goods vehicle as a proof of having uploaded the details of the transaction. Such a system would by itself
guarantee that once adocument is issued, there could be noavenue of non-accounting by the dealer.

Thus, the paradigm shift was from "Departmental Policing model" - a post transaction capture model at the check-posts towards
a "Self declaration model", where in the dealers declare the details of the goods under transportation prior to the transaction
and check-post officers only ensure correctness of the details uploaded.

6. About the initiative

L.e-~U~~M:) · Simple Uploading af GoodsArrival and Movement 1
The concept and the system
• Under the concept of e-Delivery Note, the law mandated every dealer to inform the department about a goods movement

transaction (bulk) prior to commencement of the goods movement, as against the old practice of dealers moving the goods
first and then informing the department later, on a periodic basis.

• The dealer can inform the department by uploading the details in the format available on CTDwebsite.

• On the CTDwebsite, each dealer is required to identify himself / herself through a unique username and password to access
the online system, which has been issued to him / her by the Department.

• On upload of details, the system validates and generated an e-Delivery note. The dealer was required to carry three print
outs of this electronic delivery note as original, duplicate and triplicate, to the check-post. Original was collected at check
post, seal was affixed on duplicate and handed over to transporter, and the triplicate copy was retained by the dealer.

• Since print outs were difficult to obtain by some dealers, the e-Delivery Note process was reformed to e-SUGAM.Under e
SUGAM, the system on receipt of transaction details from the dealer, validates and generates a unique number as an
acknowledgment, called the e-SUGAM number. This number then becomes the passport for the transport vehicle at the
check-post.

Good Governance / Best Practices for transforming Checkposts, CommercialTaxes Department Page 7
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• The e-SUGAM number is presented by the transporter to the check-post officer (CPO). CPO verifies it against the actual
goods under transport vis-a-vis the details displayed by the system and records his agreement in the system. In case of any
discrepancy, the officer records his remarks in the system and takes necessary action, as per law. This process ensures that
sales are properly accounted for by the dealers and there is higher tax compliance.

• The enforcement officers are also no longer required to carry voluminous documents for cross verification to the dealers'
premises. Rather, they can obtain dealer wise information on the system and carry printout of only the doubtful transactions

and cross verify the same.

• Verification of e-SUGAM The check-post or mobile check-post officer while verifying the e-SUGAM from the computer
system can view the critical data of a dealer who has generated the SUGAM and also the other dealer who receives the goods
(provided the receiver is a dealer registered in Karnataka) on the same screen. The registration details like date of
registration, status, commodity dealt in, place of business etc. details of turnover declared for the last six months, number of
SUGAM obtained, turnover involved in SUGAM, and comparison of turnovers as declared in the return vis-a-vis as available in
the SUGAMs obtained etc, are instantly available. With this information and the MIS tool in hand, the check-post officer can
verify the credentials of the dealer. In case of any discrepancy he / she can initiate appropriate action, either on his own or
through officers in the Enforcement / Audit wings. This verification tool has enabled the Department to prevent the evasion
of tax by the unscrupulous dealers who try to transport the goods without declaring the corresponding turnover in their tax

return.

• Methods of SUGAM number generation - The SUGAM number can be obtained by the dealer either through the online web
based system or through an SMS using the dealers registered mobile number.

• Cancellation of SUGAM number - The system also provisioned for a dealer to be able to cancel a generated SUGAM number, in
case it had an error or was not required due to any reason.

The revised process after the e-SUGAM introduction, is as presented below:

YES

e-SU-GAMI rn-SUGAMGener'8,tlon - Online Pr-o-cess

f--------------

-----------------1-----------------------
1";;;;:';-';:';::'e'''1 I I_L__ thlo'Ugh, d

________________ _ 1
I

r--- -
e Obt.:tIf1& rn
I$ugarn n-Un'I,b&"
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Use of e-Sugam in reporting, analysis and dashboards
Post automation of goods movement process (inward and outward); the information is captured dealer-wise in an electronic
format. This has enabled the Department to generate a series of statistical and analytical reports on an instantaneous basis.
Further, these reports have the option of drill down or analysis across several parameters such as location, officer, dealer, time
period etc., these reports help the Department to monitor for tax compliance and evasion. These reports are available for
following stakeholders

• Department Senior Management Executive dashboards

• Dealers own transaction summary reports

• Check-post officers SUGAMVerification Reports

• LVOofficers Summary and analytical reports

• Enforcement/Audit Officers Summary andanalytical reports

Senior management - The dashboard
Instantaneous dashboards are generated electronically for the senior management to enable required action comprising of
several parameters, where in SUGAMis oneof the inputs. Several such dashboards have beencreated, as below-

• Live Dashboard for Headquarters capturing Department statistics across the State for e-SUGAM,e-SUVEGA (transit pass
issuance), e-Payment, e-Return, e-CST (Statutory forms), e-Dealer Registration.

• LVOwise dashboard This is similar to above dashboard but for agiven LVO.

Dealers

Following reports are made available to dealers in their login under the 'Reports' section with regards to SUGAM, for their
reference -

1. e-5UGAM forms issued - A summary of SUGAM numbers issued and cancelled is available for printing and display to
dealers. Thedealer canchoose a range of dates between which SUGAMdetails will be retrieved by the system.

Good Governance / Best Practices for transforming Checkposts, Commercial Taxes Department Page 9
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2. e-SUGAM Other Party This provides the details of e-SUGAM issued in favour of the login dealer by other parties i.e. he is the
"Consignee" or the recipient of goods from other dealers.

Government of Karnataka
Commercial Taxes Department

VAT Soft ~VAT Monitoring System

Reporton e-SUGAMf'orms as,on 25jf1112012

\:.uhGJ'!.~:~!:w: ::'m ~1!rul'" r:~~""d ~,,~~~~~::h.r~h t '~tn'"lnd ),J_drm~; }P,,""""" ~<t::r-::t'" Q<t~~!U ~~~~~:::;",!!~~:~'~:;:"'<c .._w"'~
r('c...,!,~d I

~L'W3CV113,l;1,f'A\1%".":'_
?1}Pi-i':5J-7U<;l \ 12/{:-3(~ln2! i:..J;~~~ ~5i{X~(?OOt£-OOJ;"_!"_JCof',,,"'E:TR ...'Ij).E}'S

l;'5tf'"t,;S-CoORROAD

I
iDSSDS IKG

i
\'J~.l1.(rl'2£lU Sub:rdn~

Checkpost officer
e-SUGAM Verification at Checkpost module allows the officer to get the list of officers who have verified the SUGAMagainst a
particular vehicle along with their observations, and also update his observations in the system for the vehicle.

LVO / Audit / Enforcement / Checkpost officers
With regard to e-SUGAM, following key reports are available to LVO / Audit / Enforcement officers for analysis and action -
e-SUGAM Summary, e-SUGAM Verify, e- SUGAM CV, e-SUGAM Return link, General Report on SUGAM. These are explained
ahead.

MainPaae
e-Re _ .. e-TP to e-SUGAM .. - Remit .. e-CSTForms ..

F De~EE:!ic~~
$urnrn!rv <_IJve> .. e--Filing St:a-t;u5
AnalySIs Report .. MobilE!!RegiStrations
View .. iloxwlse IRerurns
Cert./LeH:1;!r .. Monthwise'"payment:s

P~LSofiln Process -. 'DeaJerCount:
'Reconci.lation .. COTt:o VAT

Pr-oforrna for DeJeting Re-turns for the Pf'::~::! ~:~:: : .~t{Q_tr 1;0Montb}

Usa, "''''"ual fOITP SutreruteVATSoft Re"",rts ~_-. galn_-.R.e.turn.-'Unk
e-Regfstrati'-o-nM~rlual ·R.FS ~
e-Registration Manual for OffICers Annual-stateme:nt-'Report

LVO Dashboard
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1. e-SUGAM Summary - This report provides a summary of the SUGAMtransactions across the State between the selected
time period. The report is categorized by Officer, Commodity, Transaction, TIN, TINand commodity.

~ e-suqem Summary R.eport ~

!Type_

!period,
..~ orecewrse Commodity-wise Transaction-wise TIN &. 'Ccrnmodltv-wise

F~=_;'
May • @_01_' __ J to June

Total N f Total
No of No of amount dOlO No of Amount

Off Code Office Name dealers forms- Involved ee ~rS-d form... Involved
downloaded downloaded d/I forn:~ ('iJf~~~l: (imo-lied III t:allf~~!~:

10 L~vo?_l"~~~~n~~l_uru,~
: LVG 010 A eer.catcro

46557 4991098216 las 890

486

154'744315.58

26602

15 605 50570 736 224805572G64AB

2. e-SUGAM - Verify - This report details the number of verifications done at the checkpost, date wise or Officer-wise. The
report is used by the HeadOffice or the Enforcement Wing Head to monitor the working of officers on the field level at the
checkposts and also used for monitoring performance of the officers.

300

Verif,ed Date ' Accepted Rejected~ :331

01/0212012 13450 1

:_~ 912 CP· Ar;mod

'~~t;! :901

Y~~~~ ~l::~~~?~~~~:~~~__~_--,-".<_*~ ~__ 2..24

3. e-SUGAM Return Link- This report gives office-wise information of sales value contained in the e-SUGAMwith sales value
declared in the return, TIN wise. Whereever there is discrepancy i.e. value of goods transacted as per SUGAMis higher than
the value declared in the monthly return, the audit / enforcement officer selects it for audit / inspection, and causes
investigation for tax evasion of the concerned dealer.

2903D303848 K·& G PACVP..GINGPV'TLTf"l ~~~g~T~(~VAT 2012 5 442952 22148 2834$ ~7CS74

29[:30307825 S;'IJWUICTHA
L\JQ 025 -
Benqaluru vAT 2012 -S09760
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4. General Report on e-5UGAM - This report is a State level report which allows for report to be categorized on several
parameters, as presented below.-

AT Soft - - -lIIIIIiiiIIIIII·dj.j~.j~~~~2i.i.2

~ General Report on SUGAM ~

To His Shop/Godown/Storage
Consignment for Sale (Despatch) atch)

Transaction Type Q Inter-State All

Consignment for Sale (Receipts)

j) All

I> All ' 'Particular TIN

Analytical Reports for LVO/ Audit / Enforcement officers
Following key reports are generated for LVO / Audit / Enforcement officers for the purpose of analysis for tax evasion by the
dealers -

1. Purchases SUGAMvs Return

This report gives instantaneous information on the dealers having a variation in the value of purchases declared in their
monthly returns vs. the purchases value as deduced from the SUGAMnumbers issued against them. Officers then initiate
action to recover the evaded tax. This can beobtained for a given month for selected LVO.

~ .; Report on Purchases effected in e suqem but not forthcoming in returns:. ~

MAR ... 12012

VO/VSO LVO 010 Benqafuru..
, 1'1G.ofteems of Amount involved m~ Total Purchase value
TIN TradeName RegDate RegType purcheses insuqarn purchase forms(:: ~:~~:; es per return(m Lakhs)

Select 29050101.398 ~:~I~~~~NCHINERY

~elect 2907059569<;1~~~H~~~~~~~~~vr, LTD"

01/04/2005 VAT 0.49 029

23/12/201.0 VAT 4.25

Select 2910001586 VIKRAMELECTRlCALS 01/04/2005 VAT 3.99 3.38

29110135703 ~;;,JtLMEHTAMJtP,,'(ETiKGPVT 01/04/2005 14.13 5.74

2. Sales SUGAMvs. Return

Similarly, this report gives instantaneous information on dealers having a variation in the value of sales declared in their
monthly returns vs. the purchases value as deduced from the SUGAMnumbers issued to them. Officers then initiate action
to recover the evaded tax. This too can be obtained for a given month for selected LVO.
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3. SUGAM by new dealers

This report highlights the dealers who have recently registered and have high value or any given value of goods movement
against them. The LVO / audit officers regularly verify their business transactions in detail for any unfiled returns or under
declared turnover.

M P .: list of Dealers having high turn~)Veri~ Sugam forms in a short Period of SOt
~ RegIstratIon:. ~

!Month and Year of Registration MAR • 12012 I
'lVO/VSO Office LVO 080 . VTK·080 I

IIn a month, turnover effected in Sugam
forms more than Rs. 110000

I , • •

No.of Anlountinvolved in No.of Arnountinvolved in
lIN I",de NimH' ""'iod Reg.llatf' Reg.Type Used Usedforms(in C"ncelled Cancelledforms(in

forms Lakhs) forms tekhs)

~ 29020667264 SUN INDUSTRIAL I 2012 •
22/03/2012 VAT 2, 5.9 0SERVICES' JUN

Select 29020667264 SUN INDUSTRIAL 2012 .
22/03/2012 VAT 6 68 aSERVICES MAY

~ 29020667264 SUN INOUSTRIAL 2012 •
22/03/2012 VAT 2 16.23 0SERVICES APR

4. VAT Chain in SUGAM

This report is generated on the basis of dealer's TIN and is available to Audit / Enforcement / LVOofficers. This report lists
for a given period, the consignees to whom a particular dealer has raised e-SUGAM (has sent goods), along with the goods
value. The officer then uses this information to check against the electronic records of the consignees for declaration of a
corresponding amount of purchases and initiates action in case of gap. Officer gets the complete information about the
consignee on click of the link alongside. The analysis is possible for the consignees registered under Karnataka VAT Act
only.

0$ JltttWl:itU§u -=

1""29710220830,~LAUTHENGINEERINGWORKS.~. SaJeJifrom P-r.w.Dlr.= 1812000~

1"·2926004S8471·~M/S T£LCOC:ONSTR.UcnOHEQUIPMENT COLTO ,"'~Sates fron1 Prevo 011'.= .51964800~

t····29S9009838'1~~KARNATAKATEXSPARES'&:. ST'EElPROFILESPVTtTD.- Sitl~u.from P..ev. 01,..= 1326(15' ~

!'-"29670777632,--ZEALENTERPRISES,- S~Je:s from Prevo Of,..= 1105000 ~

~"29460221792,-TEX£LENGINEERS,- S;tlu from Prevo Olr.= 183450~
I
~·~29J40493652,--GUR._UHANAKINDUSTRIES. .r- Sales from peev.Olr,:=:75000~

r"29030205684/-NEW KAHNIHER ENTERPRISES ,-- Sale,sfrom Prevoot ...=:225094~

[,.29S00806583,--RlGHTEHCIHEER.5& EQUIPMENTINDIA PVTLTD.,-- S-ales from Prey. Ofr.::: 1S000-0 ~

'2951032~2221--BHARAT lNOUSTRIES ,-- Sal""$f,.o-n1P"ev. 011'.= 1)817~

'2900noOOOOOr-*URO,--SilI es lrom ceev. Olr,:o'1289281~
. ·29040051691,-·BEMLLTD,._ Sales: from Prevo Olr.=-4769944 p..... r Akt
~.,,2969031991S,--ALIBROTHERS.r- Salesfrom Prevo Olr.= S0230~
!....292701648S4,--A.K... METALMART,-- Sal~s from eeev. ol,.=: 1568845 D.... ,.F"4e

~-29530303476!-AJAXFLORI ENGINEERINGINDIA PRIVATE lIMITEO, ,-- Sales f,om Prevo 01,..= 6284818.55 ~

L-294702S9153,--SHABBIR STEELTRAOERS,-- Sak!s from Prevo Ol, •.=: 2401419 ~

, @Nabonal Informatics Centre
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Enforcement/Audit officers

DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCIALTAXES

Following key reports are available in to Enforcement and Audit officers - e-SUGAMList, Update CV, e-SUGAMCheckpost
Verification and Nil Filers.

1. Nil filers - This report generates a list of dealers who are downloading e-SUGAMnumbers but are reporting nil turnover.
Reporting is done LVOwise. This helps the LVOto take necessary action.

2. e-SUGAM List - This report generates the list of SUGAMnumbers issued to a particular dealer on entering his TIN. This list is
provided for the dealer either as consignee or asa consignor.

3. Update CV (Update Cross-verification result of e- SUGAM forms) - This report is generated on basis of dealer TIN and gives
the list of all SUGAMnumbers issued in a particular period for a given dealer. The officer then manually verifies and updates
the system if each value is accounted for or not by the dealer in his returns.

~ Update Cross-Verification Result of e-SUGAM Forms ~

0,Generating TIN . Other ~arty TIN 'Both

4303935751 01/08/2012 10:38 29390138281 29270357163 :7000 10049 I) Not . Not
Accounted Accounted Verified

~36393939801/03/2012 1:31 29890138281 29260312209 50000 10050 Not I) Not
Accounted Accounted Venfied

4063939399 OV06i20i201:31 29890138281 29260312209 50000 10050 Not o Not
Accounted Accounted Verified

7937300939 01108/201 02:53 29890138281 29290389162 32600 10051 . Not 01 Not
Accounted Accounted Verified

The ease and instant availability of information and analytical reports has helped the department in increasing tax compliance,
higher tax revenues and reduction in scopeof tax evasion.
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7. Key challenges in implementation
The key challenges faced by the department in implementation of e-SUGAM were as given below-

Challenges Steps taken

• TheVAT Act. Rules and relatedNotificationswere to
be amenctedfor Its universal adoption.

.. The new system needed to be 100% reliable,
scalable and 24X7 available (even during peak loads:
with almostzero downtJme).

... Resistance and hesitation on part of the dealer
community, tradebodies and tax practitioners... Skepticism towards reliability and success of the
system.

, .. Percolation of change with In the department across
800 officers and 6000 officials-.. Tsachin g baSICcomputer Skills,office tools,

internet, email etc... DisserninatJonof revised rules/ Act, new

I
processflowvia the application softwareand
handling of issues... Non availability of computers&mternet facilityWithall

dealers... Need for external help for use of computers and
internet

I
.. Limited accessibility to internet at all the times,

especially in rural parts of karnetaka

Each of the steps taken by the department is elaborated next.

8. Change in policy / law
Before the Department could implement the technology enabled process and the change in the entire state, the corresponding
law was required to be changed. The earlier provision of law required that each goods consignment carried in a vehicle should be
accompanied by a DN or an invoice. This provision required amendment to stipulate that before dispatch of goods, a trader shall
upload the details of the transaction on a specified website. Further it would be sufficient compliance if he established proof of
uploading the details on the website, on being checked.

The earlier corresponding provision of Law read as below:

"Everyregistered dealershall keep andmaintaina trueand correct accountofall hispurchases, receipts, sales andother disposals."

Hence, the below mentioned provision was inserted in the Act, with effect from 1 April, 2010.

a. "53(2A)Notwithstanding anything contained in the clause (c) of sub-section (2), the owner or person incharge of the goods
vehicle carrying goods of any specified class ofgoods or any specified class of dealers or as a result ofany specified class of
transactionsas maybenotified by the Commissioner.-

(a) Shall report at the first checkpost or barrier situated on the route ordinarily taken from the place in the State, from which the
movementofgoods commences, to its destination;and
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b. Shall produce proof of entering in the website,particulars of the goods carried by the consignor or consignee of the goods as
maybe specified in thenotification, before the checkpost officer specified in sub-section (2); and

c. Onsuchproduction, the checkpost officermayallow thegoods vehicle topass through."

However, it took time to amend the Act as required. Hence, to begin with, the Department piloted the e-Delivery Note service
for a select group of dealers, through an administrative order (under the existing Rules) in Dec'08. The service was roiled out
to ali dealers in Dec'09. The series of Notifications issued by the Department are as below:

• Dated 1 December, 2008 To announce and explain the procedure under e-Delivery Note and associated guidelines/URLs and
pilot projects for the dealers of two offices in Bangalore wascommenced.

• Dated 21 March, 2009 The notification was issued to extend the scope of DN implementation to three additional offices in
Bangalore.

• Dated 31 December, 2009 e-Delivery Note scopewas extended to all LVOsandall dealers in the State.

• Post amendment of Act in April 2010, notification dated 24 May, 2010 The notification was issued to launch e-SUGAMalong
with associated guidelines and URLs, informing all dealers that it was now necessary by law to make use of e-SUGAM.The
mandate to carry 3 printouts of the electronically generated Delivery Note by the transporters to the check-posts was done
away with, instead the Unique number e-SUGAMwas sufficient.

• The last notification was issued on 23 December, 2011, which superseded all the previous notifications. The same gave an
updated list of commodities and the updated minimum transaction value requiring useof e-SUGAM.

9. Changein process - Technology intervention
The Department shifted from apaper basedmanual process to an electronic modeof service delivery by

• Abolishing of paper based forms for DN

• Using information and communication technology tools

• To provide an online mechanism to the dealer for data upload and online submission.

• To generate a unique acknowledgment number for the dealer to record uploading of data.

• To make this information available to the check-post officers for cross-verification via online and centrally connected
database systems.

• To useelectronic data for generation of dealer wise reports to analyse for tax compliance or evasion.

Key points about technology usedand its architecture is detailed below:

4- _ .....

'A!.tJiJ""
~ ,I
I

~.~

/
I

I
I

Departmentlvo I
Audit ufftcers
Using system for
Reports y enalytics
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• Architecture - Web based architecture is used, consisting of a web layer, a business logic layer and a database layer. It
primarily revolves around a web based system for the dealers to access, establish their identity on the system with a
designated username and password, and request SUGAM number by providing required details.

• Process - The client request once raised reaches the central servers housed at NIC Data Center in Bangalore and an
appropriate response is sent back to the client.

• Connectivity - For the Department, the connectivity is established through intra department Wide Area Network (CTD
WAN). CTDWAN is established for networking all the 160+ VAT offices including 18 check-posts. It connects more than 2000
computers back to the central server. The CTDWAN ensures all time connectivity through two means. The primary
connectivity is provided through optical fiber (MPLS based leased line with bandwidth of 16 Mbps at the Headquarters to 526
kbps as a last mile connection in remote check-posts / VAT offices) and the secondary connectivity is provided via VSAT.

• Access - For the department and checkpost officers, the SUGAM related dealer data and various reports can be accessed via
the Employee portal, which is accessible through their desktops, which are in turn connected to the central servers via
CTDWAN.

• Disaster Recovery (DR) Planning - The DR site is established at the NIC Data Centre located outside the State. The primary
site and the DR site are inter-connected and are in continuous synchronisation.

• Application Software - The application software has been developed by an in-house team of NIC. The database used is Oracle,
the web technology being ASP, .NET, and Cft is used for the software application.

• Redundancy - Three parallel web sites are also provided to the dealers for download of SUGAM number as an alternate during
peak loads so as not to delay their movement of goods due to the compliance required.

IT infrastructure provisioned

The Department offices and checkposts were enabled with IT infrastructure and connectivity so as to shift towards electronic
service delivery from a paper based manual system. Details are as mentioned below

• Static Checkposts - The static check posts were provisioned with following-

• Thin Clients Number of Counters + 2, Printer - 1

• Network connectivity to the central server Through VSAT connectivity provisioned by STPI. Later on, this was replaced
by leased line (MPLS) connectivity. Further, one data card was provided to each check-post officer.

• Mobile Check-post officers were provided with one laptop and one data card each.

• Department officers - All officers and staff were provided with the following - Desktops, Printers, LAN connectivity through
MPLS based leased line. Data cards were also issued to all officers.

Change Management Awareness building

Challenge - The e-SUGAM initiative would not have been successful without the acceptance by the target audience of four Lakh+
dealers and the tax practitioners. Convincing the four lakh dealers and tax practitioners about adoption of e-SUGAM was the key
challenge, overcoming their hesitation and resistance. Following key measures were adopted

• Involvement of the dealer community in the initiative

• Environment building and support to dealers

• Seminars / Workshops and

• Advertisements
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Their involvement - To gain their acceptance, representatives of the
trade bodies were involved in design of the system. Eachmajor step in
the system was vetted by the trade bodies and their feedback was
incorporated.

Environment Building Support to dealers

• Administrative instructions were issued by the Commissioner that
any truck had e-SUGAM, it should not be detained or penalised for
technical errors.

• The dealers were advised periodically about the features of e
SUGAMand how to prevent misuse e-SUGAM.

• USP HIGHLIGHTEDTO DEALERS- The project was presented to
the dealers as aWIN-WINsituation, with them no longer needing to
visit CTDoffices and prospect of faster clearance at check-posts.

Awareness Building - Seminars andWorkshops

The Department carried out multiple awareness building and
familiarization sessions for dealers and tax practitioners by way of
WORKSHOPS.These were organised all over the State and were well
attended. Dealers were advised that they could approach any office of
the department to learn or clarify any aspect of e-SUGAM.The intent
of the workshops was three-fold

a) to communicate and train dealers / tax practitioners on change,

b) to resolve any issueswith respect to the initiative, and

c) to receive any suggestions/ feedback.

Success was seen when trade bodies themselves started organising
training programmes to train dealers for adoption of e-SUGAM.

One of the Awareness Seminars conducted by the Department

DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCIALTAXES

Unique selling point for dealers

Electronic C-forms already been
introduced, trading community
was happy with Department's
move towards e-governance
and service quality.

Dealers no longer needed to
visit tax offices to obtain
'Delivery Notes' and the trucks
would get faster clearance at
checkposts

Anytime anywhere
accessibility of the service -
reduction in cost, time and
effort spent on the SUGAM
generation.

End of De/ay, harassment and ...

Meeting of CTD officers and FKCCImembers
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Awareness building Advertisements

• Print media was extensively used to spread the benefits of the initiative. Awareness was built through advertisements in
leading national and local newspapers, in the Official website, and by distribution of pamphlets and other manuals.

• Detailed advertisements were prepared highlighting the new service, its objective, relevant URLs, helpdesk details. They
were launched in both English and the regional language Kannada. Thesewere found to be effective. Oneof the paper ads is
presented below.

• One-on-One, word of mouth was another effective approach wherein employees were the instruments of awareness and
dealers registered under a VAT office were covered through the same.

• User manuals prepared were also helpful and cleared the doubts of both dealers and officers in terms of the new process.
Effective communication was possible through examples in the user manuals. User manual can bedownloaded for reference
at

• http://sugam.kar.nic.in/web_common/V ATDownload/esugamusermanuaIV3.pdf and
http://sugam.kar .nic.in/web_common/V ATDownload/m-Sugam_ User_Manual.pdf

• The Department published these advertisements more than six times to ensure ample communication to end users.

Dear Dealers, g~~~~TY~~~ C~I~g[~~a~feIr~~~~~~~flJJ~~~~~~
·e-SUGAJ .....• facility wa .. tnt eoduce-d fur qui<k passage [Space] INVOIcE: VALUE (Space] COM}."tODITY
0" goods vehicles at the check-posts. For this. CODE [Space] OTHER PARTYLOCATION
purpose a new 'e-SUGAM' notification had been • SendSM$to9212.357123
issued on 25-01-2011 to make it effective from + The SY_5t-cn'1 wttt carry out the fottowlng
01-0.2-2011 Considering the re pr-esenr ar torrs vattcrer.tons before processing the request. In

~~~~:~v~:e~'~.~t~e~s~~:rla~l;-;~~l!~S~~gt~t~it~=t~:~~:H:'~~t~~case of ranore-of validation, the system sends the
do not own comouce-rs) to avail of the benefits ot ~~~~~::jatc err or rnessage to the nlobite
'c-SUGA,M'facility. a new s'yst e-mcalled <m-SUGAM'
is trrtrocrcc.ec by the Notification NO,Adcom(lhC)! • It win vettdar.e the mobrte number linked to
AC f CR-22 / 20 10-11 dated 28-02-20 ~1 the t,-adcr-'sTIN before accepting the request.
acper-seeston of" Notification dated 25-01-2011 and .. It. will validate the corr-ect. key word - KSRfor
trcomes intoeffec"t frorn 01-04~201 1 sceo-ne reke 'e-SUGAJ',.~_'
Procedure- for registering the mobile phone • It will validate the 'correctness of codes- fO-f"
number: WSllSJIM/EX and for TYPE_SAL/PURt
• To register the mobile telephone numbers login THP/SG51 JRL/STRISTDJCSR/CSD/OTH.

to http;//vat.kacnic_in/ go to 'Reports and • It wilt verify the TIN of the tocat registered
Help'--?o 'Reg. Mobile for ·m ..SUGAM' aoo-eur.er deater .of· xerrrar aka wherever t.tre TIN is
the roobuenumber-sandsave. er-cer-ect.

• To add the ccrumoott.tes to be transacted, _ It wilt vano.ato the COMM,_CODE agah.:st the
setec r 'Reports and He+p' ~) 'Add. e-SUGAM commodity re-gts.te-rect by -t.oe ce-ater- ror
Commodities'. SUGAMpurposes.

• Note down the cornmoo+ty code nurooer. • After vattoenton the- system 'will send the SUGAM
Procedure for obtaining SUGAM number rlllmberthrnughSMSimmedlat.ety.
t.hrou!ilh SMS: • The SUGAM r·H.JlTltier thu$' obtained shoul.d be

• ~~~l~~.hedetailsinthe fOUO...vlt1gformat co get ;;'~~~I~;en~e:~~~l-j~:ln:r:"I~t~~~~~~~jg~~rn:,:~tother

• KSR (Space) (\Vrite Type of Transaction) [Space] Use the SUGAM number for get1:ing: the goods1..."........,_..,..._.,.._..,..._..,.....,...__ ....,. ....,~;_":.:.I:.:e:.:a::,r.;.";;d.;;e;;xpedltlou5tYat any checking point..
For further details in this regard, youmay visit the nearest Sd/-
local 'VAToffice/ VATsub-office or Departmental Commisslone, of Commerciat Taxes,
website http://ctax.kar.nic.in (Karnataka), Bangalorc_

So#< ......... Ar-chi!_,,~,'

.-.~,._~- ---~....;J"';::~~!!!PI.!!!!!~
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Hands on training session

Class room based training on e-5UGAM

DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCIALTAXES

10. Capacity Building
Training to officers and staff

, • Challenge - The key challenge was to train about 800 officers
and about 6000 officials of the Department and equip them to
handle the change effectively.

• Solution - A Training Needs Assessment exercise was
conducted at the Administrative Training Institute, Mysore.

• As a result, it was planned to impart week long training on the
e-SUGAM initiative and basic Computer skills to all officers
and officials.

• Venue - Administrative Training Institute, Mysore was used
for Officers' training and District Training Institutes were used
for officials' trainings.

• Trainers - The trainers were a mix of experts from outside and
from within the department.

• Method - A class room based training methodology was
adopted for training and each session consisted of both theory
and practical sessions with Hands on training to officers /
officials.

• Content - The training focused on educating the employee on
e-SUGAM, application software, and basic computer skills. In
the e-SUGAM training, following was explained about the
initiative - why / what / how / change / impact, need for
change, newsystem and processes, change in Act.

• Train the trainer, approach was also used for training. Nodal
officers of the rank of Deputy Commissioners of Commercial
Taxes were nominated in each Division. These were officers
who had better knowledge of the IT initiative. They acted as
mentors for their colleagues. Theseofficers, who were trained
by Head Office, then imparted the training to staff in their
LVOs/VSOs.

• Reference material - Various user manuals from an officers
view point were also prepared on the module, for later
reference.

• Refresher courses are carried out periodically for all
employees to communicate about enhancements or clarify
issues.
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m-Governance Mobile based Sugam
• Need - For the benefit of the dealers who did not have easy access to computers and the internet, the Department

introduced an alternate method for obtaining SUGAMnumber via mobiles. Mobiles were chosen since they are easily
available with every dealer, who are also well versed in mobile usage.

• Process - This mobile based system requires the dealers to request for SUGAMnumber from the department by sending
six critical parameters, through an SMSto a designated mobile number. Once the SMSis received, the system validates
the details received and returns a SUGAMnumber along with date of generation via anSMS.Thedealer can then share this
number with the transporter, who can show it at the State Check posts. The only pre-requisite for this service is the prior
registration of the dealer mobile number in department's server records.

• *Format - The SMS format and its description is as follows-

KSR 'TYPE' 'CAT' 'OTHER_PARTY' 'INV_NO' 'INV_ VAL' 'COMM_ CODE' 'OTHER_PARTY_LOCATION

Parameter Description

KSR Keyword with full form as "Karnataka SUGAMRequest"
TYPE indicates whether the transaction is within the state or

outside the state

CAT Indicates type of the transaction being carried out

OTHER_PARTY Indicates the TIN of the other Party

INV_NO Indicates the document/invoice number of the transaction
INV_VAL Indicates the value of the invoice/document/goods
COMM_CODE Indicates the commodity code given on the dept website for

this commodity

OTHER_PARTY_LOCATION Indicates the place where the goods are moved to.

other SMSbasedservices
• KSR HELP - Returns the template for m-SUGAMto the user.

• KSR? - Returns the template for m-SUGAMto the user.

• KSRCOMM- Returns the list of commodity codes to the user.

• M-SUGAMalert - SMSbaseddaily alert is sent to dealer on

• SUGAM numbers downloaded from his account.

Mobile services for the department officials
• M-SUGAMverify This allows the Checkpost officers to verify the SUGAM

numbers via SMSusing their mobiles.

• Mobile squads are enabled to verify the validity of SUGAMNumber shown
by transporters and update their verification findings in the system by
sending SMS.
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11. Implementationstrategy
Phased-wise approach
• Pilot roll out followed by a full scale implementation was the chosen implementation strategy. Key milestones of the

strategy are represented below and explained ahead-

Conceptualisation
of e-Service

(e-Delivery Note,
e-DN) - May, 08

App. software
development by

NIC, UAT by CTO
June to Dec. 08

Pilot project
-- implementation at -

two LVOs - Dec. 08

Awareness
Program for

officers/dealers -
Feb. 09

..
Second phase Extension of pilot

VSAT enabled for Training
checkpost -- to 3 more LVO's - -- connectivity at -- programme for all

computerisation - Mar. 09
checkposts - officers, STPs/

Mar. 09 May. 09 dealers - Jun. 09

'11

~
Amendment of Launch of revised e-DN Service

Feedback and portal & sanction Rolled to all
Corrections in -- Rules -- of CTOWAN- --Aug. 09 dealers of all

Software - Jul. 09 Sep.09 LVOs - Dec. 09

Issuance of Paper Verification VAT Act LeasedLine (MPLS)

Delivery Notes through SMS amendment for basednetwork-- -- -- connectivity provided
Discuntinued - enabled for e-SUGAM at Checkposts-

Dec. 09 officers - Jan. 10 Apr. 10 Apr. 10
'11

.j.
e-DN e-SUGAMscope

renomenclatured Introduction of enlarged to
as e-SUGAMand -- m-SUGAM - -- include more --scope widened - Apr. 11 commodities -

Jun. 10 Jan. 12

• Software development - Department adopted a phased-wise implementation approach for the initiative. Once the e-SUGAM
was conceptualized, as an enhancement of e-Delivery Note service, the corresponding software application was developed
by NIC. The application was then tested by the officials from the Department.

• Pilot implementation - Once the application testing was completed, a pilot roll out was carried out at 2 LVOs - LVO 10 and
LVO 30 in Bangalore in December 08 - .Januai y 2009. The dealers registered under these two LVOs were issued login ID and
password for the web enabled system. Dealers were enabled to upload goods details on the website and print a delivery note
(The concept of acknowledgment number was introduced afterwards). At the check post a copy of the printed delivery note
was collected. Requisite training was imparted to both the dealers, sales tax practitioners and department officials and
check-post officers.

• Infrastructure and Connectivity Provision - In March 2009, meanwhile, all check-posts were provisioned with enhanced IT
infrastructure such as desktops, printers and thin clients. VSAT connectivity was provided at all Department offices and
check-posts by STPI in May 2009.
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• Awareness Building and Training programme for all officers, STPs / dealers were started in June 2009.

• Extension of pilot - Post the success of pilot roll out, the pilot was extended to three additional LVOs in March 2009. It was

followed by extending the scope of e-Delivery Note to all dealers of all LVOs by issue of notification in December 2009. In

parallel, the issue of paper Delivery Notes was discontinued and the use of DNs already available with the dealers was
prohibited.

• Feedback on web portal- Changes in web portal were made based on feedback and was re-Iaunched in Sep. 09.

• e-SUGAM introduction - The VAT Act amendment was done in April 2010 and e-Delivery Note culminated to e-SUGAM in

June 2010. The printing of online generated Delivery note was substituted with a unique acknowledgment number e

SUGAM number. The check-posts were directed to substitute collection of delivery notes with mere verification of the
acknowledgment number i.e. SUGAM number.

• Technology enhancements made over time - As dealers and officers became comfortable with the electronic service mode,

enhancements were made to the system. SMS enabled verification was initiated for officers in Jan. 2010. Mobile based

SUGAM number generation was introduced for dealers in April2011.

12. Dedicated team - Governance structure
The other key strategy adopted by the Department was formulation of a dedicated Governance structure for the implementation
andmonitoring of the initiative, with eachsection playing anassigned role, asdetailed below

- -

- Commissioner, CTD - Iillroject owner and leader
-- -- ~~- - - - -

Policy & Law -
Amendment of Law,

Intelligence and
co-ordination - Issue of

circulars and
guidelines

E-GOVERNANCE CELL - Requirement
finalisation, Design process and data flow,

User Acceptance Testing, Monitoring,
Change Management and

Training

NIC - Application
Software

Development
and technology

advisory
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• Senior Leadership

The automation of delivery notes initiative was conceptualized around December 2008 by then Commissioner Shri Harish
Gowda, lAS, in the form of e-Delivery notes. It was transformed to e-SUGAM initiative by Shri P.S. Kharola, lAS, Commissioner,

CTD from July 2009 onwards. They were supported in the initiative by officers working with him in the Policy & Law, and
Intelligence and Co-ordination sections. Key members of the team consisted of Shri Ramalinge Gowda,Additional Commissioner
(Vigilance); Smt. Kavery Monnappa, Additional Commissioner (HQ II); Shri H.D.Arun Kumar, Additional Commissioner (GST)
who worked earlier as Joint Commissioner (Policy and Law), Shri Putte Gowda,Additional Commissioner (Intelligence and Co
ordination) .

• Senior Leadership

The department constituted an e-Governance cell consisting of Officers with appropriate aptitude and technical exposure to
monitor and implementation of the project, its administration, awareness building and change management, along with NICin the
role of guiding agency. This cell performed the key aspect of co-ordination with various entities involved in accordance with
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and ensuring stakeholder participation. Key roles and responsibilities are detailed as below:

• Finalising the functional specifications and requirements through interactions with NIC.

• Software roll out planning, and implementation monitoring.

• User Acceptance Testing of the application software.

• User Manuals review and finalisation.

• Software Roll out planning, implementation andmonitoring.

• Awareness building, Designand conduction of awareness campaigns for internal and external stakeholders.

• Helpdesk setup - Provide handholding and issue resolution through telephonic and e-mail / mobile based 24X7 helpdesk.

• Evaluation and incorporation of suggestions / feedback from internal/external users for enhancement of the initiative, and
planning for newmodules.

• Point of contact for LVO/ DVOofficers for any employee / dealer account level changes.

• National Informatics Centre (NIC)

NICBangalore worked closely with Commercial Taxes Department, to develop the application software as per the requirements
of the Department. Shri P.V. Bhat, Senior Technical Director, NIC,Bangalore has been leading the initiative since 2006. Key roles
and responsibilities of NICare:

• Designand Development of application software system and advise on technical architecture.

• Technology Advisory - Hardware, System software, Data center, Networking etc.

• Oversee procurement, installation and support by selected vendors for hardware and network equipment.

• Provide support for any customisations, version and change management wrt application software.

• Training of officers and staff on E-SUGAMmodules.
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13. Results and Benefits

Following key results have been achieved with the initiation of
e-SUGAM-

Result 1: Convenience to dealers

• Anytime anywhere access to service through multiple
channels web / mobile.

• Dealers are no longer required to visit the tax offices to
obtain the delivery notes.

• About 15,000 visits saved per day.

Result 2: Transparent system

• Transparency in system automated procedures, no officer
interaction, no officer approval required, no hassle of
obtaining Delivery Notes, no delay at checkposts.

• Minimised scope for corruption in new system.

Result 3: Fast track clearance and hassle free
checkposts

• Long delays at checkposts done away with.

• Instantaneous clearance of vehicles at the checkpost
saves time, and is hassle free .

• Time taken for vehicle clearance at the checkposts has
reduced on an average from more than 15 minutes to less
than 5 minutes.

The impact can also be seen from the fact that the reputed
transporters all over the country do not book goods to Karnataka
unless provided with SUGAMnumbers by the dealers.
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Tax collection post e-SUGAM (not attributed to e-SUGAM only).

Result 4: Efficient taxQuarter on Quarter TaxCollection before
refund (in Rs.crores)

9,000 rl---------------:~
8,000 i-; ---------------

7,000 +-1 .:::6,8:::°6"-'",,,7""'6-"6"-075""3~6,8~34

5,903
6,000 I' 5,219 5,332 5,440 - - - -
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I !3 9144,113 4,202
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administration and
increased tax compliance

• Check-post officers are no longer required to collect any
documents. There is an automatic capture and filing of
voluminous data which hitherto was impossible.

• The drudgery of check-post officer has reduced and his/ her
accountability has increased.

• With the online system, and electronic data monitoring and
verification by the check-post officer haseased.

• The Local VATOfficer does not have to waste time on mundane
activities like issuing delivery notes etc., and they get more

The outreach .. time to do analytical work.

E-5UGAM - Key statistics
• 4,50,000+ dealers of tile State enabled.
• Dealers download about 70,000 SUGAlVl

numbers every day on an average.
• Electronic Database captures 2.5+ Crore

Iligh value invoice records every year.
• 10,000+ SUGAM numbers get verified

every clay at checkposts.

Month (2012) suqarn Sl.Igamverified
Downloaded by checkpost

officers
January 2,139,327 340,691

February 2,135,134 332,052

March 2,340,993 345,057

April 2,125,230 301,942

May 2,147,177 305,121

June 2,274,543 293,757

July 2,265,126 301,764

Average per day 73,464 10,573

Average per day
per checkpost
(18 static
checkposts)

4,081 587

• Availability of instantaneous analytical tools and MIS reports
hasenabled the Department to:

• Perform stringent and regular monitoring

• Enforce higher compliance to tax laws

• Initiate action against dealers trying to evade tax

Thus, due to the automation, tax compliance has increased,
resulting in better tax collection.

Result 5: Environment friendly processes

• About 70,000 to 80,000 SUGAM numbers are being
downloaded per day (average of Jan, 2012 to July, 2012). As
per the earlier system, each of these dealers was required to
prepare the delivery note copy in triplicate. With the advent e
SUGAM,no printout is required. Thus, an equivalent amount of
paper, about one tonne of paper is saved / day.

• The change is irreversible and saving of paper is perpetual.

• The initiative also saves waiting time and fuel consumption at
check-posts for transporters.
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Trend of e-5UGAM usage and adoption since inception
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14. Lessons learnt

25.0

MilestQ_ .ne and number of e-Sugam Downloaded
(lakhs/per month)20.0

15.0

10.0

,-- Handholding of external stakeholders is necessary - Awareness
building, Communication, Trainings, FAQs, Helpdesks for issues

I-
Preparing the employees on the change is required - Trainings o~
new~kills I New process,.official notifj~~tj~n~, Eq~.i~n1en~.&I~~~pport_ ..1

- Endorsement of the initiative by the Senior Leadership is
necessary to mandate the change.

KEY Rigorous testing and pilot roll out of the initiative prior to fullLESSONS I---
LEARNT

scale launch helps for smooth services initiation.
.. ,... , ..

- Constant Evolution and open to end user Feedback is necessary
for sustainability to handle on ground / local challenges.

- Initial support to end users quickens adoption - Phased rollout
(limited list of commodities), partial form filling etc

PERSISTENCE, PERSEVERANCE AND ADAPTABILITY - KEY TO-
SUCCESS..
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15. Key Reasons for Success

16. Awards and recognition

• Functional requirements specified by Department.
• Software development by NIC and continuous

support for customisation and enhancement.

• Inputs taken from the trading community and other
d

stakeholders at every stage.

• Project Financing - Funds provided by the
Government of India under the CTMMP,along with
the State Funds

• Funds for Training were a grant from Department of
Personnel and Training to ATI.

• Data Centers and SMSgateway from NIC.

• Multiple modes of user access - Internet, Mobile,
XML upload.

• Layers of redundancies provided within the system
with 2 alternate links for SUGAMnumber generation.

• Project has been in operation for almost last three
years and system has not failed even once.

The Department efforts with regards to e-Sugam have been recognized at several important forums and following is the list of
awards and recognition won by the Department for this initiative:

• e - SUGAMwon the Golden Award in National e-governance Awards for 2011-12, under the category "Excellence in
Government Process Re-engineering".

• e - SUGAMmade it tothe second round for 'PRIMEMINISTER'SAWARDSFOREXCELLENCEINPUBLICADMINISTRATION'
during 2010-2011.

• BUSINESSINDIAmagazine (11th Dec,2011) appreciated the SUGAMinitiative.

• e - SUGAMwas one of the ten initiatives shortlisted in the semi-final stage of CAPAM 2012 Awards, under the category
"Innovative useof technology in Public Sector".
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17. OnGround survey results
An employee survey was conducted with a sample size of 114 employees representing all divisions, to obtain feedback on change
in the Department service delivery post initiation of e-Services. Feedbackwas also taken on check-post related services such as
e-SUGAM.Feedback was sought on parameters as service delivery quality, effectiveness, transparency, ease of use, error rate
by dealers, information availability, reliability of system etc. The survey was conducted using an online questionnaire with a five
point like rt scale (rating from very low, low, average, high, very high or from 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) as options for response. Following
are some of the key results as received from the department employees-

• Reduction in 'time spent by the transporter at the check post'

• Higher 'number of vehicles cleared per day'

• Lower 'number of defaulters at the check post' due to increased tax compliance

• 'Availability of customized analytical tools' for audit / enforcement related analysis

• 'Easeof verifying SUGAMdetails' for check-post officers

• 'Easeof monitoring, and catching defaulters'

• 'Easeof information access and updation'

• Decrease in 'volume of paper work' involved

The average statistic result against each of the above parameters is detailed below

"
Parameter Before e- Sugam After e-Sugam

Average time taken for clearance 11 - 15 minutes o to 5 minutesof each vehicle

Average number of offenders
0-5 vehicles per day(goods vehicles without proper 6-10 vehicles per day (Higher compliance)document) caught per day

Em ployee response
-+-B efore e-Sug a m ...... After e-Sugam

Availa b ility of custo m ize dan aIytical too Is
foraudit / enforcement related analysis

5.00

Volume of Paperwork required for
p rovid ing De p artm e nt Se rv ice 5
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18. Sustainability
The e-SUGAMinitiative is not only sustainable but also irreversible as neither the dealers nor the Department officials want to
revert to the old paper basedmanual process, due to the merits explained below-

Reliable
Technology
systems

• Hassle free - Dealers do not wish to visit the department offices for the task.
• Cost effective method of availing service - e-Sugam has reached time and

effort involved in availing service and hence has decreased the overall
compliance cost for dealers. New technology i.e., m-Sugam has offered
functional alternative to even the smallest of the dealers.

• Transparent system and Improved Service (faster clearance at checkposts).

• Change in related law has been made to mandate the process.
• Change is permanent - Initiative is part of a larger technology enabled

transformation of the department process and electronic service delivery.
• Department's way of service delivery has changed - Department has adopted

electronic and paperless service delivery mechanisms which has decreased
drudgery of work for checkpost officer and eased the work for LVO officer.

• Redundancy built in the service for high availability via alternate web links.
• DR site planned in case of disaster.
• Online and telephonic helpdesks for issue resolution.

The above advantages make e-SUGAMan irreversible system for all concerned parties.

19. Replicability
The system has already been replicated and in use in the following States -

i"'S : r,
.

::~mj mY's'
jj .NOil' Sftate Implemented in ImpJeme.ntedtty

~

1 Bihar june 2012 TCSLtd

2 Manipur April 2012 NIC

3 Mizoram April 2012 NIC

4 Nagaland April 2012 NIC

5 Tripura April 2012 NIC

The system hasalso been studied in detail by the following States Arunachal Pradesh, Delhi, Haryana, Rajasthan, uttar Pradesh,
Uttarakhand and by following UTs Damanand Diu, and Pondicherry.
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Key pre-requisites for replication
The following are the key pre-requisites for adoption of e-SUGAM in a State -

Technology

A. Technology

• Centralised Database Architecture - This is necessary to develop a single unified view of the system all across the
State.

• Software Application - Initial application development with inputs from Department, feedback from trading
community, and continuous enhancements to handle on ground feedback and local challenges.

• Webenabled interface for the dealers/tax payers to access the system.

• Disaster Recovery planning to have critical data backed up and ready to provide service in case of the primary data
center/site being disable due to any disaster.

• Mobile service integration to provide access to the non-internet savvy consumers of the service.

B. iT infrastructure enablement of Department offices and Checkposts

• Site preparation - Each of the department offices and checkposts to be enabled with required furniture, electrical
wiring and power points with earthing to house the ICTequipment. UPS/DGSets if required to be provisioned.

• Network Connectivity

• Wide Area Network (WAN) - A WAN connecting all department offices and the checkposts to the central
server is necessary.

• IT Hardware/System software - Each of the department offices and checkposts to be enabled with hardware and
software to enable centralized application software access.

• Hardware - Desktops/Thin clients, printers, scanners, UPS,local backup drives (pen drive or HOD).

• System software - Operating system, internet browser, office tools such asword/Excel/presentations, PDFfile
readers for any scanned document, Antivirus etc.
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A. Amendment in relevant Acts, Rules and issue of notifications

• The relevant State Act to be amended to incorporate use of electronic service system for acceptance of request and

delivery of services.

B. Change management

• Awareness building amongst the external stakeholders (dealers) is necessary for successful adoption and percolation
of change. It may be done through seminars, advertisements, trade body meets, constant communication in print and
word of mouth, pamphlets, brochures, meetings with trade bodies, notifications about change in process, law etc

• Internal and External Training

• Internal capacity building via training on computer skills and e-governance initiative

• External Training via workshops, helpdesks, user manuals, FAQs, Training videos etc.

• Support to dealers during initial implementation phase to be given by measures as Leniency in compliance, make

initiative mandatory for select commodities in beginning etc.

• Issuance and distribution of User IDs / passwords to registered Dealers for web interface is a must.

C. Effective Leadership and dedicated team

• A senior level officer needs to spearhead the mission involving himself at all levels at least in the initial stages of

implementation

• Formation of a suitable team of officers at the headquarters is required to actively implement and innovate.

D. Sustainability Helpdesk setup

• A Helpdesk to resolve issues and guide the employees /dealers / tax practitioners on the new system shall be required.

The modes of helpdesk may be as follows -

• Online grievance redressal mechanism

• Telephonic helpline 24 X 7 or minimum during business hours

• LVO wise helpdesk A dedicated officer for resolving queries, may be deployed in each division on rotation basis for the

purpose.

20. The road ahead
Goingforward, following is the Department's plan with regards to SUGAM-

• SUGAM2 - The double ended SUGAM- In the present system, only the selling dealer uploads the transaction. In the
advanced version, as soon as the seller uploads the transaction, the buying dealer with in the state would be required to
confirm it. For the same, an SMSwould be sent to the mobile phone of the buying dealer, who would have to confirm the
transaction by sending a return message. Only then a SUGAMnumber would get generated. This would ensure a 100%
perfect system for accounting all transactions.

• Discussions are also being held with the other states for introduction of inter-state SUGAM.

• Phasing out of static check-posts - Once a transaction is uploaded, its reflection in the dealers' books of accounts is
assured and so also is the tax payment. The check posts are required to only verify if the actual consignment tallies with
the description uploaded. In order to ensure this, random checks of goods vehicles should be sufficient. Thus, in future
the static check posts would pave the way for mobile check posts which would carry out checks randomly.
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